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With computer game designing establishing itself as a new form of art and entertainment,
it's potential, whether artistic, narrative or technical, is immense. Gaming design entails
collaboration of designers, scriptwriters, animators and composers who are needed to
create these truly comprehensive works of art. An interactive medium, computer games
will shape the way coming generations understand art.
Pro Helvetia New Delhi is happy to invest in the younger generation of artists and has
invited four young Swiss game developers who are currently in India. Nadezda Suvorova
and Marine Sergent from Geneva University of Art and Design (HEAD  Genève) and
Mischa Geiser and Simon Kovatsch from Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK) are here to
participate in Game Gazer.
With the objective of further bolstering our effort to promote game designing, Pro Helvetia
New Delhi has also invited Chris Solarski, artist, game designer and author from
Switzerland to conduct a session on The Aesthetics of Game Art, Design and 21st Century
Convergence at the 4th Animation Convention in Delhi.
We continue in our endeavour to promote artistic creation and support projects which give
art and design a new stimulus.
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Game Gazer, showcases Swiss game design in Bangalore
The Game Gazer exhibition will showcase the work of students from Geneva
University of Art and Design (HEAD) and the Zurich University of the Arts
(ZHdK) in Bangalore. More

Swiss artists to participate at the United Art Fair 2013
Valentina Pini, Augustin Rebetez and Catherine Leutenegger have been
invited to India to showcase their work at the United Art Fair in New Delhi.
More

Urs Stahel invited by Delhi Photo Festival to give inaugural talk
Swiss curator, editor and author Urs Stahel has been invited by the festival
directorate of the Delhi Photo Festival 2013 to give the inaugural talk and to
review portfolios. More

Chris Solarski to conduct masterclass at Anime Convention
Chris Solarski, artist game designer and author from Switzerland will
conduct a session on The Aesthetics of Game Art, Design and 21st
Century Convergence at the 4th Animation Convention. More

swissnex India presents Swiss Positions in Bangalore
Curated by Nathalie Herschdorfer, the Swiss Positions exhibition takes on
sustainable architecture, is a collection of photographs of 33 key projects
from the Swiss construction sector over the past twenty years. More

New additions to Swiss List published by Seagull Books
Max Frisch's Drafts for a third Sketchbook and Friedrich Durrenmatt's
Selected Essays translated and published by Seagull Books. More

Year of Swiss architecture, design and engineering in India 201314
To commemorate fifty years of the Swiss Embassy building in New Delhi, the
Embassy of Switzerland has planned events in the field of architecture,
design and engineering that will highlight Swiss achievements in these
areas. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.
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